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The most coveted looks for kitchens and baths have two 
themes – simplistic elegance and industrial flair. 

Grand Ambitions 
Isenberg Faucets brings the industrial look to the kitchen 
with its trendy new Tanz faucet. This stainless faucet design 
has a simple yet chic vibe inspired by plumbing mechanics. 
Its sleek lines and soft curves create a sculptural silhouette 
that looks at home in contemporary or traditional settings. 

A rotating projection spout and side sprayer offer plenty of 
practicality to tackle the toughest kitchen tasks. Its eco-
friendly design includes a 1.8 GPM flow rate and a spout 
projection of 8½ inches. 

In addition to traditional metallic finishes, Isenberg offers 
20 ceramic-based color finishes that include glossy white 
and black as well as soft shades of gray, brown and green 
plus bolder options such as crimson and navy blue. 

By Linda Jennings

Simplistic Elegance And Industrial Vibes  
Are Trending In Today’s Kitchens And Baths
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For more information on these products,  
visit their websites at: 

www.isenbergfaucets.com. 
www.mtibaths.com  

www.agelessironhardware.com

Isenberg is unique in the industry as its products are 
designed and prototyped in the company’s Texas-based 
Design Lab. Its team of design engineers is recognized 
for their keen ability to create original faucets that are the 
perfect combination of style and substance.  

Slip into Luxury 
MTI Baths perfected the art of the slipper tub by creating 
its newest addition – the Mallory. Reclined at both ends for 
an eminently satisfying soaking experience, this elegant tub 
is part of MTI’s Boutique Collection. 

Measuring 65¾ x 35½ x 25½ inches, the Mallory tub 
is generously sized to accommodate up to two bathers. 
It is constructed of MTI’s signature SculptureStone, a 
proprietary material that is 75 percent organic natural stone 
combined with high-performance resins. The result is a 
molded stone look that is a smooth glossy white, as well as 
being non-porous and incredibly resistant to stains, mold 
and mildew.  

From Antiquity to Modernity 
A new hardware brand known as Ageless Iron is built to 
withstand the elements and keep its beautiful textured 
black finish. Crafted by the manufacturers of Nostalgic 
Warehouse and Grandeur Hardware, the Ageless Iron line 
features classically designed hardware that is truly built to 
last. 

Created from hand-poured molten iron, these extraordinary 
knobs, levers, plates and more are sandblasted, deep-
cleaned and then zinc-plated twice for superior corrosion 
resistance. 

The Ageless Iron collection features a style to complement 
any décor, from Farmhouse and Federal to Mission and 
Craftsman.   




